
OYSTER UPDATE Y5 
 The white feather.                        Term 1 

On the 10th of October we went on a visit to Swansea Museum, the Waterfront Museum and 

The Dylan Thomas Theatre. In the Waterfront Museum, we looked at replicas of things from 

WW1, we smelt some small plastic boxes they smelt disgusting!!!  

We went to see the white feather. It was absolutley brilliant! It was quite emotianal. It was all 

about WW1. We enjoyed it very much. 

Big pit 

On the 11th of October we went on a visit to big pit mining museum in Wales.  When we first arrived 

there we went down the actual mine its self!!It was really fun when we went down the mine because 

the man there told us to turn of our headtorches an d it was as dark as black ink. When we came back 

up the mine shaft we went and had our lunch and then,we did a history detective workshop 

 

Science Lecture Y5 

At the Swansea University we watched a science lecture by a man who studyed at the university. We 

saw lots of really cool experiments, one was extra cool because we turned the lights off and some 

people from another school came out front and poured a chemicle into another chemicle and it 

LIGHTED UP!!!!! 

XL Wales  

One monday a lady from xl wales came in to do a workshop on forces. In the workshop we built cars 

using k nex and we used magnets to move them. The forces we used where magnetic force,air 

resistance and gravitational pull.We tested the friction of the carpet and the wooden floor .We stacked 

benches on top of each other and tested the gravity around us and added a sail A.K.A piece of paper and 

we blew against it and tried to make it move. Success! 

 

 

  

 

   

 


